Investigations into the nature of the association between threshold microstructure and otoacoustic emissions.
Three studies are described which investigate the nature of the association between threshold microstructure and otoacoustic emissions. In the first study, threshold dips (similar in shape to those seen in threshold microstructure) are produced by introducing a low-level masker. Threshold microstructure is not abolished when tonal probes are replaced by narrowband-noise probes, while dips induced by external tonal maskers are eliminated. These findings rule out a simple interpretation of the microstructure dips as an instance of masking by otoacoustic emissions. In the second study, ear-canal measurements of the interactions of external tones with spontaneous emissions indicate that, although beating is often detected near threshold maxima, stimuli close to threshold minima are perceived as tonal because the emission is frequency locked by the external tone. The last study shows that reduction of the levels of otoacoustic emissions by aspirin consumption is associated with an initial reduction of thresholds in regions of threshold microstructure, with the greatest reduction occurring at threshold maxima. This suggests that threshold maxima may be due, at least in part, to interference or masking by the nearby otoacoustic emissions. A simple analog (driven Van der Pol oscillator) of an external tone interacting with a spontaneous emission is used to interpret ear-canal pressure waveforms and associated psychophysical percepts (including threshold detection), for tones close in frequency to emissions.